Extracting information on the evolution of living- and dead-cell fractions of Salmonella Typhimurium colonies in gelatin gels based on microscopic images and plate-count data.
The aim of this study was to extract information on cell number and colony volume dynamics of Salmonella Typhimurium colonies. Both cell number and colony volume of Salmonella Typhimurium in gelatin were monitored during the exponential and the stationary phase with varying pH and water activity, by plate counts and microscopic image analysis respectively. The exponential growth rates of cell numbers and colony volumes were correlated. The exponential growth rate of cell numbers was estimated based on this correlation and a secondary model that describes the effect of pH and water activity on the growth rate of the colony volumes. During the stationary phase, the cell number was constant, while colony volume increased, thus indicating the formation of a dead fraction. Models were developed to describe the living and dead population. By comparing colony volumes and cell numbers, the formation of dead fraction can be noticed from the beginning of the stationary phase, which indicates that the stationary phase is a dynamic - including both cell death and cell growth - rather than a static phase. This study was the first to investigate the proportion of living and dead bacteria within a stationary colony quantitatively.